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SH: Of course things would sort of dry up 9r- AAM: Yes,

that's right 9k

AM Yes, that's a very good point, the drought and the locust going

together, the locust being the thing that is most conspicuous, but the

gxi drought being also a factor, as suggested by the fact that later

on he promises the rains, particularly....l9.... I imagine the pastures

of the wilderness here means the common land 1OYes, land that,

grazing land that is available to everybody, like out in the West they

put out their cattle and their sheep .t$*xxxxxx

11 (double recofding here).it is really building for these

two kinds of people, that he does it for, and he comes back to them in order

to zkz satisfy their longings and aspirations.

WA: You don't think that ....11... refers to little tabernacle. You

think that refers to the kingdom of David, not to the literal tabernacle.

AM Oh, no, you think of David's kingdom is fallen apart into northern

and Am southern kingdoms, divided up ll and it is nothing compared

to what David's kingdom was. Well, David's son is going to come back and

reestablish the kingdom like it was before, the two parts till bexz united,

and of course, it will be more than that. It will cover the whole earth.

He's not going into that now, he is just referring to it in passing to

introduce the fact that when this happens there will be W kinds of people,

not just one.

SH: l]. 3/11before the second coming? They w saved before

the second coming ...they are still on earth.

AM No, this doesn't say this happens after he comes. He is going to

return and set kt up, and the reason he returns and sets kt up is in order

to staisfy their aspirations, of these two kinds of people. And of course

He satisfies them bØ'y associating themselves with Him in the doing of it.

It is not a picture of step by step fulfillment. But a summary of it .

......12 3,4 I don't see in any other view how it has anything in

the world to do with circumcision.
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